Soaps, Waters & Bath Products

1
100g Sacred Neem Tulsi soap
100g Dreamy Rose soap
Neem Tulsi Soap is an
Rose soap is an ayurvedic
ayurvedic bled of Neem
blend of pure rose waTulsi Powder, shea butter ter, shea butter - natural
natural moisturizer, coconut
moisturizer, coconut oil - a
oil - a remover of dead skin
remover of dead skin cells,
cells, and aloe vera extract
and aloe vera extract - an
- an antioxidant rich in viantioxidant rich in vitamins

Soaps

$3.95

RSHNEE

$3.95

RSHROS

100g Dragons Blood soap
100g Lavender soap
100g Nag Champa soap
A mild 100% vegetable
A pleasant, mild, 100% vegNag Champa bar soap,
based soap to gently cleanse
etable based soap. 100 g bar
100g. A mild 100% vegyour skin. This beautiful
of Kamini Lavender herbal
etable based soap to gently
fragranced soap is designed
soap. A refreshing addition
cleanse your skin. This
to make bathing a luxurito any bath or ritual cleanbeautifully scented soap is
ous and sensual experience.
ing task.
designed to make bathing a
Boxed 100 gram bar.
luxurious experience.

$3.95

RSKDRAB

100g Neem Pet soap
100g Bar of Neem pet soap
with neem extracts, Aloe
Vera, and Glycerin. Neem
extract is known for its
anti-septic, anti-fungal and
anti-bacterial properties as
well as for repelling insects

$3.95

RSKNEEP

$3.95

RSKLAV

$3.95

RSKNAGC

100g Patchouli soap
100g Rosemary soap
A mild 100% vegetable
A 100 g bar of Kamini
based soap to gently cleanse
Rosemary herbal soap. A
your skin. This beautiful
refreshing addition to any
fragranced soap is designed
bath or ritual cleaning task.
to make bathing a luxurious and sensual experience.
Boxed 100 gram bar.

$3.95

RSKPAT

$3.95

RSKRM

100g Sandalwood soap
100g White Sage soap
Nag Champa 75gm soap
A mild 100% vegetable
A mild 100% vegetable
Nag Champa Soap brings
based soap to gently cleanse
based soap to gently cleanse
the qualities of Nag Chamyour skin. This beautiful
your skin. This beautiful
pa to your bathing. A great
fragranced soap is designed
fragranced soap is designed
skin softener and deodorto make bathing a luxurito make bathing a luxuriant, it is completely free of
ous and sensual experience.
ous and sensual experience.
animal fats.
Boxed 100 gram bar.
Boxed 100 gram bar.

$3.95

RSKSAN

$3.95

RSKWHIS

100g Sandal Musk soap
3.5oz Refreshing Vetivert soap
A mild 100% vegetable
Saucha is a Sanskrit word
based soap to gently cleanse
that originated from the
your skin. 100 gram bar,
Hindu scriptures, meaning
made by Kamini Aromat“cleanliness,” signifying
ics in India. Ingredients:
total purification of one’s
sodium palmate, sodium
body, mind, and spirit.
cocoate, sodium chloride,
Vetiver is known for its

$3.95

RSOASM

$7.95

RSSREF

3.5oz Uplifting Tulsi soap
This is a combination of
invigorating rosemary,
relaxing lavender, refreshing basil oil, and grounding,
auspicious Tulsi leaves,
known for their spiritual
attributes, is formulated to

$7.95

$4.95

RSNAG75

3.5oz Relaxing Lavender soap
Saucha is a Sanskrit word
that originated from the
Hindu scriptures, meaning
“cleanliness,” signifying
total purification of one’s
body, mind, and spirit.
Vetiver is known for its

$7.95

RSSREL

Eye Pillows

RSSUPL

Attraction eye pillow
Dream eye pillow
Energy eye pillow
Made of the softest flannel,
Ease yourself into dreamThis hand crafted dream
the Attraction Eye Pillow
land with this soothing Eye
pillow is filled with lemon
offers the scent of jasmine
Pillow, which soothes you
verbena and eucalyptus,
and rose petals to fill the
with the softest flannel and
imbuing it with a fragrance
senses and inspire thoughts
the scent of lavender and
that will give you the enof love.
chamomile.
ergy you need to put a little
spark back in your step.

$10.95

RPEATT

$10.95

RPEDRE

$10.95

RPEENE
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Healing eye pillow
Meditation eye pillow
Sleep eye pillow
This healing eye pillow has
Ease yourself into meditabeen filled with spearmint
tion & relaxation with this
and fennel to promote healsoothing Eye Pillow, which
ing and help ease pain in
soothes you with the softest
those who use it.
flannel and the scent of
rosemary and lemongrass

$10.95

RPEHEA

$10.95

$10.95

RPESLE

Cologne

RPEVIS

Fast Luck cologne
A mystical aid for your
every day, a drop or two
of this Fast Luck cologne
brings good luck into your
life.

$9.95

$10.95

RPEMED

Vision eye pillow
A great tool for meditation,
relaxation and divination,
this eye pillow is filled with
sage and damiana so as to
fill your senses and promote
the experience of visions.

Ease yourself into dreamland with this soothing Eye
Pillow, which soothes you
with the softest flannel and
the scent of lavender and
spearmint

RCFAS

3/4oz Hoyt’s cologne
Hoyt’s cologne is said to be
lucky to wear while gambling by rubbing on your
hands right before. Clean,
pleasant cologne scent
keeps you smelling good
and winning big. 3/4 fluid

$5.95

Murray & Lanman Orange Blossom 4oz
Imbued with the soothing
aroma of Orange Blossoms, this Orange Blossom
Cologne is a great way to
ease tension and anxiety.
It can also empower spells
and rituals for confidence

$8.95

RCHOY

RCMORA

Murray & Lanman Rose Cologne 4oz
Patchouli cologne
4oz Kananga water
Perfect for love spells and
A drop or two of this fraKananga Water is a sweet
rituals of blessing and good
grance is intended to anoint
smelling cologne commonly
luck, Rose cologne also alyour ritual tools or otherused to purge negative
lows you to drape yourself
wise help attract wealth
energies or just enjoy as a
in the sweet, romantic scent
and abundance within your
pleasant scent. Said to origiof roses, with a drop or two
ritual crafts. glass bottle.
nate from Cananga odorata
lasting upon the skin for
plant oil.

$8.95

RCMROS

$7.95

$8.95

RCPAT
8oz Shea salve

Shea Butter

African Shea butter is a
100% natural paste extracted from the nut (fruit) of
the African Shea tree found
mainly in Western Africa. It
contains a rich amount of irremovable fatty acid which

$8.95
16oz Shea salve

African Shea butter is a
100% natural paste extracted from the nut (fruit) of
the African Shea tree found
mainly in Western Africa. It
contains a rich amount of irremovable fatty acid which

$12.95

RWKAN

LSSHE8

Herbal Mixes

LSSHEB

13 Herbs bath herb
7 Magical Plants bath herb
Attraction bath herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
mix for ritual baths and
mix for ritual baths and
mix for ritual baths and
washing. This mix may also
washing. This mix may also
washing. This mix may also
be used in all the ways you
be used in all the ways you
be used in all the ways you
would use an herb or herb
would use an herb or herb
would use an herb or herb
mix during ritual or spell
mix during ritual or spell
mix during ritual or spell
work. This packet has been
work. This packet has been
work. This packet has been

$6.95

RBH13H

$6.95

RBH7M

$6.95

RBHATT
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Attract Customers bath herb
Curse Breaker bath herb
Double Fast Luck bath herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
mix for ritual baths and
mix for ritual baths and
mix for ritual baths and
washing. This mix may also
washing. This mix may also
washing. This mix may also
be used in all the ways you
be used in all the ways you
be used in all the ways you
would use an herb or herb
would use an herb or herb
would use an herb or herb
mix during ritual or spell
mix during ritual or spell
mix during ritual or spell
work. This packet has been
work. This packet has been
work. This packet has been

$6.95

$6.95

RBHATTC

$6.95

RBHCURB

RBHDOUF

Hex Breaker bath herb
John the Conqueror bath herb
Money Drawing bath herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
mix for ritual baths and
mix for ritual baths and
mix for ritual baths and
washing. This mix may also
washing. This mix may also
washing. This mix may also
be used in all the ways you
be used in all the ways you
be used in all the ways you
would use an herb or herb
would use an herb or herb
would use an herb or herb
mix during ritual or spell
mix during ritual or spell
mix during ritual or spell
work. This packet has been
work. This packet has been
work. This packet has been

$6.95

$6.95

RBHHEXB

Road Opener bath herb
Rue bath herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
mix for ritual baths and
washing. This mix may also
be used in all the ways you
would use an herb or herb
mix during ritual or spell
work. This packet has been

$6.95

$5.95

Ritual Bath Kits
Earth bath kit

RKBHEA

Great for good luck and
money drawing as well
as grounding, this bath
kit comes with all of the
materials that you’ll need to
invoke the element of Earth
within your own ritual bath.

$5.95

RKBAIR

Add to the healing qualities
of your bath waters with
this Healing Mini Bath Kit,
which provides you with all
you need to bath in ritual
healing magick.

$5.95

Love bath kit

Fire bath kit

RKBPROT

The Fire Mini Bath Kit
provides you with all of the
items you need to invoke
the element of fire within
your ritual bath. Use it to
stir passions and ambition.

$5.95

RKBEAR

RKBFIR

Prosperity bath kit
Turn the comforting
Turn the warmth of your
warmth of your bath waters
bath waters into a powerful
into a love spell through
ritual spell with this prosritual magic with the comperity mini bath kit, which
ponents and instructions
is intended to aid you to
provided within our Love
work spells of money drawMini Bath Kit.
ing and good luck.

$5.95

$5.95

RKBLOV

Protection bath kit
Purification bath kit
Spirit bath kit
Using the components withRelax back into the soothin, the Protection Mini Bath
ing, warm waters of your
Kit can help you turn your
ritual bath with our Purifiordinary bath waters into
cation mini bath kit, which
a powerful source of ritual
will help you work your
magick, immersing yourself
ritual and wash the negative
in protective energies.
energies away.

$5.95

RBHSTM

RPSABU

This mini bath kit comes
with instructions and materials to work a ritual bath
to aid you in invoking the
element of air for creativity
and clear thoughts.

$5.95
Healing bath kit

$6.95

RBHRUE

Abundance pocket spellbottle
Carry our spell bottle with
you always to aid, and
guide you on lifes journey.
A specialy selected combination of herbs, are contained in this sealed glass
spell bottle to help you gain
Air bath kit

RBHMOND

St Michael bath herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
A 1 1/4 oz packet of herb
mix for ritual baths and
mix for ritual baths and
washing. This mix may also
washing. This mix may also
be used in all the ways you
be used in all the ways you
would use an herb or herb
would use an herb or herb
mix during ritual or spell
mix during ritual or spell
work. This packet has been
work. This packet has been

$6.95

RBHROAO

$6.95

RBHJOHC

$5.95

RKBPUR

RKBPROS

Our Spirit mini bath kit is
intended to be used within
your ritual bath to open
your spirit to the experience
of the energies around you,
helping you with further
magical craft.

$5.95

RKBSPI
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Invoke the element of water
through your ritual bath
with the Water mini bath
kit, and discover love and
healing even as you develop
intuition and compassion.

$5.95

RKBWAT

5 oz Air bath salts
These bath salts have been
specifically crafted and
charged to use within a
ritual bath, heightening
your connection with the
element of Air for your
ritual magic.

$3.95

Bath Salts

RBAIR

5 lb Air bath salts
These bath salts have been
specifically crafted and
charged to use within a
ritual bath, heightening
your connection with the
element of Air for your
ritual magic.

$15.95

RBAIR5

5 oz Earth Bath Salts
Charged with energy,
infused with herbs, and
imbued with aromatic oils,
these Earth Bath salts are a
wonderful way to help ease
tension and stress with your
bath waters or add to the

$3.95

RBEAR

5 lb Earth bath salts
5 oz Fire Bath Salts
5 lb Fire bath salts
Charged with energy,
Our Fire Bath Salts can add
Our Fire Bath Salts can add
infused with herbs, and
vigor, passion, and virility
vigor, passion, and virility
imbued with aromatic oils,
to your path waters, helping
to your path waters, helping
these Earth Bath salts are a
a relaxing bath revitalize
a relaxing bath revitalize
wonderful way to help ease
and energize. This passion
and energize. This passion
tension and stress with your
and vitality is also a powerand vitality is also a powerbath waters or add to the
ful addition to Love Spells.
ful addition to Love Spells.

$15.95

RBEAR5

$3.95

RBFIR

$15.95

RBFIR5

5 oz Healing bath salts
5 lb Healing bath salts
5 oz Love bath salts
Intended to promote wellIntended to promote wellCharged with energy, our
ness of mind, body and
ness of mind, body and
Love bath salts are a blend
spirit, these healing bath
spirit, these healing bath
of especially chosen salts
salts have been crafted with
salts have been crafted with
and herbs infused with
a blend of salts, herbs, and
a blend of salts, herbs, and
aromatic scents to bring the
aromatic infusions and
aromatic infusions and
warm energies of love to
charged with energy.
charged with energy.
your ritual baths and love

$3.95

RBHEA

$15.95

RBHEA5

5 lb Love bath salts
5 oz Prosperity bath salts
Charged with energy, our
An especially chosen blend
Love bath salts are a blend
of salts and herbs that has
of especially chosen salts
been infused with aromatic
and herbs infused with
oils and charged with enaromatic scents to bring the
ergy, our Prosperity baths
warm energies of love to
salts are a great addition to
your ritual baths and love
spells of money drawing

$15.95

RBLOV5

5 oz Protection bath salts
This select blend of salts,
herbs, and aromatic oil has
been charged with energy
to not only be a comforting
presence within your bath
waters but to aid in ritual
magic and spells of protec-

$3.95

RBPRT

$3.95

RBPRS

5 lb Protection bath salts
This select blend of salts,
herbs, and aromatic oil has
been charged with energy
to not only be a comforting
presence within your bath
waters but to aid in ritual
magic and spells of protec-

$15.95

RBPRT5

$3.95

RBLOV

5 lb Prosperity bath Salts
An especially chosen blend
of salts and herbs that has
been infused with aromatic
oils and charged with energy, our Prosperity baths
salts are a great addition to
spells of money drawing

$15.95

RBPRS5

5 oz Purification bath salts
Purify yourself with a ritual
cleansing using these bath
salts especially chosen to
for the qualities of the salts,
herbs, and aromatic oils
used in their creation to
help wash away negativity.

$3.95

RBPUR

5 lb Purification bath salts
5 oz Spirit bath salts
5 lb Spirit bath salts
Purify yourself with a ritual
Created using especially
Created using especially
cleansing using these bath
chosen herbs, salts, and
chosen herbs, salts, and
salts especially chosen to
aromatic oils before being
aromatic oils before being
for the qualities of the salts,
charged with energy, these
charged with energy, these
herbs, and aromatic oils
bath salts are intended as a
bath salts are intended as a
used in their creation to
wonderful aid for exploring
wonderful aid for exploring
help wash away negativity.
your own spirit, the spirit
your own spirit, the spirit

$15.95

RBPUR5

$3.95

RBSPI

$15.95

RBSPI5
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5 oz Water bath salts
Access the qualities of the
element of Water with
these water bath salts. As
a carefully chosen blend of
salts, herbs, and aromatic
oil that has been charged
with energy, it is great aid

$3.95

Holy Water is water that
has been blessed. It is
widely popular in use in
baptism, consecration and
ritual, and can be used to
drive away evil.

$11.95

5 lb Water bath salts
Access the qualities of the
element of Water with
these water bath salts. As
a carefully chosen blend of
salts, herbs, and aromatic
oil that has been charged
with energy, it is great aid

$15.95

RBWAT

Waters
16oz Holy Water

5

RBWAT5

7 1/2oz Florida Water
4 oz Holy Water
Florida water is a mystical
cologne mingling floral and
citrus scents. It is widely
popular in ritual offerings
and purification rituals. The
original production was
1808 by perfumer Murray of

$11.95
8 oz Holy Water

$7.95

RHOLW16

$4.95

RFLO7

Holy Water is water that
has been blessed. It is
widely popular in use in
baptism, consecration and
ritual, and can be used to
drive away evil.

Holy Water is water that
has been blessed. It is
widely popular in use in
baptism, consecration and
ritual, and can be used to
drive away evil.

RHOLW

8oz Full Moon moonwater bath
Bathing with the phases
of the Moon is a powerful
way to cleanse, clarify and
recharge your energy. Full
Moonwater Elixirs have
been bathed in lunar energy
amidst the rolling hills of

$15.95

RHOLW8

RMBFM

8oz New Moon moonwater bath
8oz Dragon moonwater elixirs
8oz Full Moon moonwater elixirs
Bathing with the phases
Dragon Mist is the ultimate
Use this extremely powerof the Moon is a powerful
tool for clearing negative
ful lunar elixir to aid you
way to cleanse, clarify and
and stuck energy. Dragon
in releasing or banishing
recharge your energy. New
Mist has Organic Essential
anything unwanted from
Moonwater Elixirs have
oil of lavender and is the
your life. Contains Esbeen bathed in lunar energy
perfect space and aura
sential Oils of Orange and
amidst the rolling hills of
cleansing spray for when
Frankincense, and charged

$15.95

$15.95

RMBNM

$15.95

$4.95
8oz Black water

8oz Rue water

RWBLA

8oz Glory Water

RRUEW

Glory water is a powerful
addition to glamour magic
and all varieties of spells
wherein you seek to attract
favorable attention from
others.

$7.95

RWGLO

RMSFULM

8oz Soothing Sleep Mist
Designed for better sleep,
Soothing Sleep Mist is hand
crafted in the United States
with 100% pure essential
oils of Lavender and Clary
Sage, Amethyst Crystal
and Reiki charged. See how

$15.95

RMSSAGP

An ancient method of blessing and protection, Rue
Water is often used within
ritual magic for warding off
evil influences, curses, and
other such foul magic.

$7.95

RPYRW

Black Water is a powerful ritual too intended to
help you forcefully remove
negativity from your life or
to empower darker spells,
such as curses and jinxes.

$6.95

$15.95

RMSNEWM

Pyramid Water 4oz
Charged beneath an energetically aligned Pyramid,
this Pyramid water is of
great use in empowering
your ritual crafts.

$15.95

RMSDRA

8oz New Moon moonwater elixirs
8oz Sage Plus moonwater elixirs
Use this powerful lunar
Each Moonwater elixirs
elixir to aid you in manifestspray is hand-crafted using
ing your desires. Our New
a combination of lunar
Moon offers you its energy
charged water, essential
of intention. Use it to help
oil of sage and clear quartz
you connect with your incrystals. One of the best
tuitive intelligence, tap into
ways to cleanse energy.

4oz War water

RMSSOO

Use War Water to gain
protection or help launch
magical attacks. War Water
can be used to anoint the
self or the home, offering
powerful magic. 4 oz

$6.95

RWARW

4oz Kananga water
Kananga Water is a sweet
smelling cologne commonly
used to purge negative
energies or just enjoy as a
pleasant scent. Said to originate from Cananga odorata
plant oil.

$8.95

RWKAN
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4oz Lake Water

Offering the smooth calm of
a lake for your magic, Lake
Water is a great addition
to a wide range of magical
blessings and spells.

$3.95
River water 4oz

Basil water 8oz

RWRIV

Washes &
Bath Oils

Basil Water is intended to
be added to a bath to help
wash away bad luck and
bring in the good, particularly when you are seeking
good fortune with money.

$6.95

RWLAK

A scented water intended to
aid you within your magic,
River Water is a powerful
aid, using the ever-flowing
water of the river to help
you reshape your life.

$3.95

6

2oz Rose water

Rain water 4oz

Bring the cleansing qualities
of rain into your magic with
the use of Rain Water, a
scented 4 oz bottle of water
specifically crafted for your
spells.

$3.95

RWMBAS

RWRAI

Rose Water, is now from
Espiritu and is clear liquid,
is intended to attract love
and affection, and to draw
positive and promising conditions into your life. 2 oz.

$3.95

RWROS

1 lb All Purpose bath crystals
1oz Bring Back Luck bath oil
One pound of scented all
Bring Back Luck bath oil;
purpose bath crystals. Relax
an oil specifically intended
in the scent of your bath,
to be added to bath waters
comes as 7 colors mixed.
for ritual bathing. Just add
a few drops to your waters
when you are feel fortune
has turned against you to

$12.95

$5.95

RBALLP

RBBRIB

Dragon’s Blood Bath 16oz
8oz 7 Holy Spirit Hyssop bath
4oz Seven holy Hyssop bath
Use this Dragon’s Blood
7 Holy Spirit Hyssop Bath
Hyssop Bath Oil is intended
Bath in your bath waters
Oil has been created to use
to bring the protective
to help wash away and
within your ritual blessings
powers of Hyssop into your
destroy evil influences, and
to bring the protection of
ritual baths, a powerful
kill all jinxes sent your way
Hyssop into your life and
herb said to offer protection
by others. 16oz
home. 8oz
from all manner of evil. 4oz

$19.95

RBDRA

$9.95

$9.95

RBHYG

RBHYS

5oz Bring Back Luck
2oz Money Drawing bath W/ Gold
5oz Reversible red/black bath oil
Sprinkle a small amount
Sprinkle a small amount of
This ritual wash is a conof this oil into your ritual
this glittering gold oil into
venient, purpose blended
baths and blessings to help
your bath waters and help
bath oil mixture. All of this
bring good luck back into
bring wealth and prosperity
has been mixed to create the
your life and wash away the
into your life. 2oz
perfect balance of power
negativity and the bad. 5oz
and scent in your undertakings. This glass, screw top

$10.95

RBLUC

$5.95

$10.95

RBMOG

16oz La Bomba cleaner
8oz 7 African Powers wash
8oz Rose wash
16oz of La Bomba all purA ritual wash by Mistic
pose cleaner. For use on carProducts is a convenient,
pets, linoleum, tile, wood &
purpose blended ritual
cement floors. Cleanse your
wash. Each wash contains
home of bacteria, odors and
a blend of essential oils and
all manner of negativity!
fragrances in a base carrier
wash and may be added to

$9.95

RLAB16

$6.95

RW7AF

RBREVRB

A ritual water is a convenient, purpose blended
ritual aid useful in all your
ritual bathing &amp; washing practices. This plastic,
screw top bottle contains 8
oz of Rose Spiritual Water

$6.95

RW8ROS

8oz Adam & Eve wash
8oz All Purpose wash
8oz Black Arts wash
A ritual wash by Mistic
A ritual wash by Mistic
Black Art bath was is a great
Products is a convenient,
Products is a convenient,
way to get what you desire.
purpose blended ritual
purpose blended ritual
Pour approximately half a
wash. Each wash contains
wash. Each wash contains
cup of the bath wash into a
a blend of essential oils and
a blend of essential oils and
tub of warm water. Stir the
fragrances in a base carrier
fragrances in a base carrier
mixture and while bathing
wash and may be added to
wash and may be added to
concentrate on your desires.

$6.95

RWADA

$6.95

RWALL

$6.95

RWBLAA
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8oz Come Here Now
8oz Double Fast Luck wash
8oz Dragon’s Blood wash
A ritual wash by Mistic
A ritual wash by Mistic
The power of dragon’s
Products is a convenient,
Products is a convenient,
blood has been brought to
purpose blended ritual
purpose blended ritual
you in the form of Dragon’s
wash. Each wash contains
wash. Each wash contains
Blood ritual wash to proa blend of essential oils and
a blend of essential oils and
vides power and protection
fragrances in a base carrier
fragrances in a base carrier
within all manner of spells.
wash and may be added to
wash and may be added to

$6.95

RWCOMHN

$6.95

$6.95

RWDOUF

RWDRAB

8oz Fast Luck wash
8oz Fast Money Drawing wash
8oz Flower Water wash
A ritual wash by Mistic
A ritual wash by Mistic
A ritual wash is a conveProducts is a convenient,
Products is a convenient,
nient, purpose blended
purpose blended ritual
purpose blended ritual
ritual wash. Each wash conwash. Each wash contains
wash. Each wash contains
tains a blend of essential
a blend of essential oils and
a blend of essential oils and
oils and fragrances in a base
fragrances in a base carrier
fragrances in a base carrier
carrier wash and may be
wash and may be added to
wash and may be added to
added to ritual bath water

$6.95

RWFASL

$6.95

$6.95

RWFASM

RWFLOW

8oz Hex Breaker wash
8oz John the Conqueror wash
8oz Look But Don’t Touch wash
A ritual wash by Mistic
A ritual wash by Mistic
Use this potent look but
Products is a convenient,
Products is a convenient,
don’t touch bath &amp;
purpose blended ritual
purpose blended ritual
floor wash, intended to be
wash. Each wash contains
wash. Each wash contains
used with water as part of
a blend of essential oils and
a blend of essential oils and
a ritual bath or as a floor
fragrances in a base carrier
fragrances in a base carrier
scrub. This may prevent
wash and may be added to
wash and may be added to
your true love from stray-

$6.95

RWHEXB

$6.95

$6.95

RWJOHC

RWLOOB

8oz Money Drawing wash
8oz Open Road wash
8oz Patchouli wash
Helping to draw finanA ritual wash by Mistic
Our Patchouli Bath &
cial success into your life,
Products is a convenient,
Floor Wash can be used to
Money Drawing wash is a
purpose blended ritual
improve areas of your life
powerful aid in all varieties
wash. Each wash contains
relating to love and attracof money magic. Use it to
a blend of essential oils and
tion. Patchouli’s pleasant
help bring good fortune to
fragrances in a base carrier
fragrance summons the
your financial dealings.
wash and may be added to
spirit of love so it is known

$6.95

RWMON

$6.95

$6.95

RWOPER

8oz Remove Jinx wash
8oz Reversible wash
8oz Rue wash
A convenient, purpose
A ritual wash by Mistic
blended ritual wash. Each
Products is a convenient,
wash contains a blend of
purpose blended ritual
essential oils and fragrances
wash. Each wash contains
in a base carrier wash and
a blend of essential oils and
may be added to ritual bath
fragrances in a base carrier
water or to wash water for
wash and may be added to

$6.95

RWREMJ

$6.95

RWREV

RWPAT

Rue Wash is a common addition to magic rituals, used
to remove and help protect
against hexes, curses, and
jinxes. Add it to your floor
scrubs and ritual washes.

$6.95

RWRUE

8oz Send Evil Back wash
8oz Spirit of Good Luck wash
8oz Stop Rumors wash
Send Evil Back provides
A ritual wash by Mistic
The power to Cállate La
power and protection with
Products is a convenient,
Boca “Stop Rumors” has
a blend of essential oils and
purpose blended ritual
been brought to you in the
fragrances to add to ritual
wash. Each wash contains
form of this ritual wash to
bath water or to wash water
a blend of essential oils and
provide power and cover
for ritual use in cleaning
fragrances in a base carrier
others mouths. Can be used
your home. 8oz plastic
wash and may be added to
as a bath, or floor wash. 8

$6.95

RWSENEB

$6.95

RWSPIG

$6.95

RWSTOR

8oz Unblocked wash
The power to Destrancadera
“Unblocker” has been
brought to you in the form
of this ritual wash to provide power and aid in all
manners of spellwork. Can
be used as a bath, or floor

$6.95

RWUNB
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